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The overall objective of the TRANSFORMERS project is to develop and
demonstrate innovative and energy efficient trucks and load carriers. This is meant
for long distance transport assignments with an improved load efficiency leading to
an overall 25% lower energy consumption on a tonne.km basis and a lower impact
on the road infrastructure.

Objectives


Develop and demonstrate trailer mounted Hybrid-onDemand Driveline for truck-trailer combinations



Develop toolbox with aerodynamic measures



Develop toolbox with loading efficiency measures

Facts & Figures
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Total budget 8.0 M€



EC Funding 5.2 M€

Fuel & Load efficiency target

Hybrid-on-Demand Truck Trailer configuration.

The project’s conceptual components and their impact on
fuel efficiency and transport efficiency, are presented below.
In total, this package of concepts and components enables
transport mission rightsizing of truck-trailer combinations
resulting in up to 18% improved fuel efficiency and between
10 to 15% improved load efficiency. Overall, this represents
an improvement of the transport efficiency of 25%.
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Benefits vs. Challenges
New opportunities and technologies allow modern
vehicles to be more efficient and advanced from a design
point of view. However, the purpose of the project is not
to create an innovative truck that nobody will be able to
use. This may be caused by either legal restrictions,
simple reluctance to invest, or to lose load capacity (even
if minor).
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